ABSTRACT.
Smash 1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to show that the homotopy spectral sequence E (X; R) of a space X (with base point) with coefficients in a ring R, which we defined in [7] , admits smash and composition pairings as well as Whitehead products. The paper is divided into four chapters.
Chapter I is introductory.
In it we associate with a cosimplicial space Y a tower of fibrations and hence a spectral sequence E Y, in such a manner that E (X; R) = E RX, where RX denotes the cosimplicial space obtained by "resolving X with respect to R."
In Chapter II we construct the smash and composition pairings. For this we first observe that, for any two cosimplicial spaces X and Y, there exists a basic pairing of spectral sequences EX®EY-► E (X A Y). This is rather unpleasant to prove in our present setting (i.e. using towers of fibrations), but not, as we show in [8] , if one approaches the spectral sequence of a cosimplicial space in a different (but of course equivalent) way. And we then obtain the desired smash and com- Chapter IV contains homological descriptions of our pairings and products on the F2-level for the important case R = Z , the integers modulo a prime p, as well as for R -Q, the rationals. Indeed for R = Q we show that our spectral sequence can be obtained by merely taking primitive elements in the rational cobar spectral sequence [l] .
CHAPTER I. THE HOMOTOPY SPECTRAL SEQUENCE OF A COSIMPLICIAL SPACE
2. Cosimplicial objects.
We start with recalling from [7] the notion of an (augmented) cosimplicial object and mentioning our prime example, the resolution of a space with respect to a ring.
Cosimplicial objects.
A cosimplicial object X (over a category C) consists of (i) for every integer zz > 0 an object X" £ C,
(ii) for every pair of integers (z, tz) with 0 < z < n coface and codegeneracy maps dl: X" -' -X" e C, s!': X"+1 -X" e £ 2.3. The resolution of a space with respect to a ring. Let o^ denote the category of "spaces", i.e. simplicial sets with base point *. Let R be a ring (with unit), let the "free R-module functor" R:v^-» rt^ and the natural transformations 0: Id-» R, iß: RR --R be as in [7, §2] and let R" -R ■ ■ ■ R (n copies of /< VX"= X" + 1,
The objects X and VX ate related by the cosimplicial map v: X -► VX given by (X" -Ü.VX") = (X" ^X"+1). This follows readily from the fact that the tower <D5Y~ , 8\ used to define E Y is induced by the map Y~ -► Xfrom the tower iDsX~ , 8\ used to define e'x. S^f the iterated boundary isomorphism n' Xs-^» 77 DSX , t > s > 0, is the com- Proof. In view of [8, 7.3] , this is nothing but Theorem 10.4 of [8] .
8. The smash pairing with coefficients in a ring. For X e o^ and R a ting we write (as in [7, §4] ) \ErX\ tot \EjiX; R)\ = \ERX\.
Using the basic pairing of §7 we now construct The proof that c is indeed a cosimplicial map is straightforward (but not short). 
And as the map c is associative (verification of which is lengthy but straightforward), property 7.1(vi) also holds.
We end with which on E. are the compositions Es,z + ix lAL^ n'i + ixs _Á1U "'^Xs-^E^GX and for which the obvious analogues of 11.1 (ii), (iii) and (iv) hold.
12. The Samelson and Whitehead products for homotopy groups. In this section we recall some "well-known" (i) The product in E^ is induced from the Samelson product in rr' GRX (13.2) by the iterated boundary isomorphism (5.3).
(ii) For u £ ES''GRX and v £ E*'-''gRX (1 < r < oo)
(iii) The product in E j z's induced by the one in E (l < r < oo) and the product in Em z's induced by the ones in the E (l < r < oo). and Theorem 10.8 of [8] or can be proved using [3J.
Finally we get, by applying to 14. Es-' + 1(X; 0) as 0 ® Es't + 1(X; Z) -Q ® ÊA, , X, r>2,
Proof. Using the dual (i.e. cochain) version of the Barr-Beck acyclic model To prove the other part observe that (i) Q ® Ê X depends functorially on QX;
(ii) Q ® E X collapses to rr^X whenever X is a simplicial Q-module.
Hence [7, 10.7] we can use the arguments of [7, §10] to show that the map E (X; Q) -> Q ® ETX is an isomorphism for r = 2 and hence for all r > 2. of the algebra H*(X; Q). It is thus highly computable (see [5] ).
16. The rational spectral sequence E (W, X; Q). In this section we will (i) prove that the rational spectral sequence E(W, X; Q) is completely determined by E(.X; Q) and H^W; Q), big Esr'l(W, X; R) « Esr'l(W, X; R), t>s>0, r>2.
The existence of this enlarged spectral sequence can be proved using the approach of [8] ; its only usefulness is for studying Es'l(W, X; R) on its "fringe" t -s = 1 [7] . 
72>0
Proof. Combine 16.1 for r = oo with the convergence propertities of the integral spectral sequence [7] and the isomorphism [7] 
